
2   ATX / STX SWAROVISION

TAKING FUNCTIONALITY 
TO A NEW LEVEL

X FOR NEXT GENERATION: A totally new generation that stands out because of its modular  
design. For the first time, the spotting scope’s performance can be changed through the size  
of the objective lens.

X FOR MAXIMUM EASE OF USE: The zoom and focusing features are arranged right next to each 
other, dramatically increasing the speed and ease of use. Another bonus is the specially 
developed digiscoping solutions.

X FOR FLEXIBLE: A trip to the tropics poses different challenges for a spotting scope than 
watching birds on mud flats or at the coast. This is precisely what the ATX/STX spotting 
scopes were developed for. There is a variety of modules available to choose from: 25-60x65, 
25-60x85 and 30-70x95. This means that, depending on the application, there is a variety 
of zoom ranges available, with a large field of view as well as flexible dimensions and 
weight.

X FOR EXCELLENT: Outstanding image quality with superior SWAROVISION technology.  
This allows the user to enjoy exceptional contrast, bright images and true-to-life colors  
in the whole field of view.

Moments like these are unique: breathtaking coastal cliff lines offering magnificent  
biodiversity. Or journeys of discovery that set the pulse of every birdwatcher and nature  
lover racing. 

We know exactly how precious and unique these moments are. This is because we’ve 
experienced the same feeling on countless field trips. We do everything to create moments 
like these so that you can enjoy them to the full, by providing equipment that wonderfully 
fuels your curiosity and desire for discovery. SWAROVSKI OPTIK has reinvented the  
spotting scope to make observing even easier and more flexible.

By users, for users. Inspired by the slogan “Constantly improving what is good,” the 
SWAROVSKI OPTIK R&D department has successfully set, in close collaboration with  
users, new standards for spotting scopes in terms of ease of use, optical performance,  
modular design and flexibility.

This has led to the development of a world first:

 THE X SERIES  
 OF SPOTTING SCOPES

DIGISCOPING   35

* Sturdy SWAROVSKI OPTIK adapter rings for various cameras are available from authorized dealers.
** SUPPLIED WITH: The TLS APO and DCB II are supplied with the DRX (for ATX/STX) and DRSM (for ATS/STS) respectively.

DIGISCOPING 
 COMBINATIONS

ATX

ATS HD

ATS HD

25-50x W 20-60x

STS HD

STS HD

DRX**

DRSM**

ADAPTER*

STX

SPOTTING SCOPE ADAPTER CAMERA

SPOTTING SCOPE ADAPTER CAMERA

SPOTTING SCOPE ADAPTER CAMERA

SSR II SPOTTING SCOPE RAIL

TLS 800 SYSTEM DSLR

To achieve the best possible results 
with all digiscoping adapters, we 
recommend you use the newly 
designed spotting scope rail, created 
specifically to ensure absolute 
stability when taking photos.

TLS APO ADAPTER*

DCB II 3-4x ZOOM COMPACT SYSTEM~ 20-30 mm PANCAKE

3-4x ZOOM COMPACT SYSTEM~ 20-30 mm PANCAKE

SYSTEM DSLR

TLS APO ADAPTER*

DCB II

SYSTEM DSLR

 NEW  SSR II SPOTTING SCOPE RAIL
- high stability thanks to two support points
- quick-release system for rapid adjustment
- full access to focusing ring
- long adjustment track for optimum stability,   
 regardless of the camera used


